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Abstract
Clinical workflows consist of sets of tasks involving patients and healthcare professionals. In such an environment,maintaining
the privacy of patient data is a significant challenge. Healthcare providers have to consider both legislative compliances with
tightening privacy regulations and growing privacy concerns of individuals. Unlike data security, which aims at preventing
unauthorized access, privacy focuses on providing individuals the ability to control when, how, and to what extent their data
is used with a particular purpose. In this paper, we present our first steps on transforming existing non-privacy-aware clinical
workflows into privacy-aware ones through algorithms based on privacy policies and privacy preferences.

Keywords Data privacy · Business process modeling · General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) · Compliance checking ·
Privacy policies · Privacy preferences

1 Introduction

The European Union General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) has come into force very recently to protect the
data privacy of all EU citizens [1]. “Data concerning health”
has a special mention under the GDPR and it is subject to a
higher standard of protection than personal data in general
[GDPR, Article 9]. Data protection regulations define the
principles to be met by organizations when processing per-
sonal data in order to guarantee privacy. The current privacy
laws and regulations mandate that all healthcare providers
specify privacy policies regarding their use and disclosure of
personal health data. A privacy policy is a comprehensive and
high-level description of a service provider’s privacy prac-
tices [2]. Violation of compliance with the regulations and
privacy policies could lead to heavy fines and loss of reputa-
tion. However, the complexity of the healthcare domain, the
regulations, and privacy policies make it difficult to achieve
compliance.

A survey regarding the views of EU citizens about issues
surrounding data protection poses that around seven out of
ten of them are concerned about their information being used
for a different purpose from the one it was collected for [3].
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In order to address these concerns, patients should be able to
express preferences on sharing and/or processing their per-
sonal data.

Healthcare is often organized in a process-oriented way
via clinical workflows. It is very important to capture the
privacy requirements at the conceptual level; however clin-
ical workflows generally do not support privacy constraints
in an adequate way. Most approaches to workflow modeling
andmanagement in healthcare are founded on a control-flow-
centric perspective, which focuses primarily on causal and
temporal dependencies between tasks. Our approach is based
on data-centric processmodeling paradigm because data pri-
vacy in clinical workflows is a subject of how data objects
are handled. Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
is a de-facto standard for business process modeling, hence,
we use BPMN for modeling clinical workflows.

Motivated by these above statements, our aim is to trans-
form existing non-privacy-aware clinical workflows into
privacy-aware ones. In our research, three sources contribute
to privacy-awareness. Firstly, privacy-aware clinical work-
flows should be compliant with the privacy principles based
on the GDPR. Secondly, privacy-aware clinical workflows
should be compliant with the privacy policies provided by
healthcare providers. Finally, privacy-aware clinical work-
flows should also consider the rights of patients to request
restrictions or preferences on sharing or processing their per-
sonal medical data.
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We worked on Newborn Screening procedure applied in
Germany as a running example in order to illustrate our
methodology. Newborn Screening is an optional procedure
in Germany which requires the explicit consent of at least
one of the parents or guardians of the newborn babies. This
procedure includes complex clinical tasks involving highly
sensitive medical data like blood samples and several dif-
ferent healthcare providers such as pediatricians, nurses and
laboratory assistants.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives
an overview of our proposed approach. Section 3 introduces
three sources which contribute to privacy in our research:
the GDPR, privacy policies and privacy preferences. Sec-
tion 4 explains how we built an ontology through integrating
privacy concepts and the BPMN elements. Section 5 states
our formal definitions for privacy rules coming from pri-
vacy policies and privacy preferences. Section 6 gives details
about howwe formally define the compliance check. Section
7 presents our introductory steps towards transformation of
non-privacy-aware workflows into privacy-aware ones. Sec-

tion 8 discusses related work. Finally, Sect. 9 concludes this
paper and discusses our future direction.

2 Approach

Figure 1 gives an overview of our research setting. Our
proposed solution to transform existing non-privacy-aware
clinical workflows into privacy-aware ones can be sum-
marized as follows. We have non-privacy-aware clinical
workflows as input. We define the privacy-awareness as the
compliance of the clinical workflows with the privacy prin-
ciples based on the GDPR, the privacy policies, and privacy
preferences.

(i) Integrate concepts and build ontology We semantically
represent privacy concepts which are related to the privacy
principles, the privacy policies, and privacy preferences; and
the BPMN elements in order to bridge the gap and share a
commonunderstanding between the domain of clinicalwork-
flows and the domain of privacy.
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Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram
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(ii) Formalize privacy rulesWe formally define privacy rules
coming from privacy policies and privacy preferences.

(iii) Check privacy compliance and transform into privacy-
aware clinical workflow (PaCW) We check privacy com-
pliance of BPMN-based clinical workflows with formalized
privacy rules and we provide a transformation algorithm to
apply in case of privacy violation. Below the individual steps
are further explained.

3 Privacy concepts

There are three sources which contribute to privacy in our
research: the GDPR, privacy policies and privacy prefer-
ences. We analyzed them in order to understand and express
the semantics of our privacy rules.

3.1 Privacy principles based on the GDPR

We introduced the founding privacy principles for clinical
workflows on the ground of the GDPR:

– Purpose specification “Personal data shall be collected
for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not
further processed in a manner that is incompatible with
those purposes [...]” [Article 5, §1(b)].

– Data minimization “Personal data shall be adequate, rel-
evant and limited to what is necessary in relation to
the purposes for which they are processed.” [Article 5,
§1(c)].

– Consent check “Processing shall be lawful if the data
subject has given consent to the processing of his or her
personal data for one or more specific purposes.” [Article
6, §1(a)].

– Limited retention period “Personal data shall be kept in a
form which permits identification of data subjects for no
longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the
personal data are processed [...]” [Article 5, §1(e)].

The GDPR presents some other privacy principles which
must be obeyed, such as data transparency and data accuracy
[Article 5, §1(a) and 1(d)]. However, we initially focus the
aboveprinciples of purpose limitation, consent check, limited
retention period, and data minimization.

3.2 Privacy policies

Privacy policies primarily contain information regarding
what data is collected, for what purpose the data will be pro-
cessed, who are the data recipients, and how long the data
will be retained. They might also describe the categories and
typologies of the data; and the modality of data processing,
whether it is obligatory or voluntary. Privacy policies include

Table 1 Privacy policy rules

P1. An explicit consent is required for newborn hearing
screening

P2. A hospital can save results for the purpose of hearing screen-
ing with a retention limit by 3 years

P3. A nurse on duty can collect blood of newborn babies within
three days after birth

P4. A nurse can transfer blood only to the assigned Newborn
Screening Laboratories

P5. A laboratory assistant can request repetitive blood collection
only if the examination is unsatisfactory

P6. A pediatrician can access the result of the lab examination
only if the result is abnormal

Table 2 Privacy preference rules

R1. Alice does not give consent for her newborn baby’s screening
data to be shared with health insurance companies on March 1,
2019

R2. Alice prefers that only the pediatrician Bob can access her
newborn baby’s screening results for 6 months on March 1, 2019

R3. Alice does not give consent for her newborn baby’s screening
data to be used for the purpose of research on March 1, 2019

R4. Alice gives consent that medical staff can access her newborn
baby’s medical data without any restrictions for emergency cases
on March 1, 2019

privacy policy statements and we entitle each of these state-
ments as ’privacy policy rules’. Some of the example privacy
policy rules for our newborn screening scenario are shown
in Table 1.

3.3 Privacy preferences

Patients might express their preferences on who can access
their personal data and for what purposes via informed con-
sents. They can also define the duration of their consent.
Some of the example privacy preference rules for our new-
born screening scenario are shown in Table 2.

4 Integrating concepts and building
ontology

We created an ontology to represent the privacy concepts we
presented in Sect. 3 and BPMN elements. Figure 2 illustrates
a part of our privacy-aware clinical workflow (PaCW) ontol-
ogy. The foundational components of privacy rules are user,
data, and purpose.

User is the set of individuals or organizations who can access
the personal data. There are different roles of users both from
theprivacypoint of viewwhich are defined in theGDPR(data
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Fig. 2 A Part of PaCW ontology

subject, data processor, data controller, data recipient, etc.)
and from our running example (patient, pediatrician, nurse,
laboratory assistant, etc.).

Data is categorized to adopt the right privacy measures suit-
able for the type of data to be protected. There are different
data categories both from a privacy point of view which are
defined in the GDPR (personal data, sensitive data, identifi-
cation data, anonymous data, public data, etc.) and from our
running example (medical data, demographic data, contact
data, etc.).

Purpose specifies the reason forwhich data is collected, used,
or disclosed. There are different purposes both from a pri-
vacy point of view which are defined in the GDPR (public
interest, public health, statistical analysis, research, market-
ing, etc.) and from our running example (hearing screening,
blood screening, treatment, etc.).

The following concepts support the foundational concepts
described previously:

Retention defines the period of time for how long the data
can be stored.

Condition defines the additional conditions within privacy
rules regarding usage and disclosure of personal data. For
instance, a privacy policy may specify that a particular data
item can be accessed, but only with “opt-in” consent from
the data subject.

Preference status specifies whether privacy preference hold-
ing a positive statement or not.

Preference duration is the duration of the privacy preference,
which indicates how long the privacy preference is valid.

Entry date is the entry date of each data and privacy prefer-
ence.
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Fig. 3 Mapping between ontology concepts and BPMN elements

The above foundational components user, data and pur-
pose can be represented in clinical workflows, using a set
of BPMN constructs. Figure 3 shows the mapping between
privacy concepts and BPMN elements. User can be mapped
onto theBPMNPool andLane elements.Data can bemapped
onto the BPMN Data Object and Data Store elements.
BPMN Message Flow can also represent Data because it
describes sharing data among different participants. How-
ever, we excluded it in this article as we initially focus only
on the privacy rules regarding accessing data not sharing
data. Finally, Purpose can be represented via the BPMN Text
Annotation element.

5 Formalizing privacy rules

After creating the ontology, we built a formalization on top
of this ontology so as to automate management of privacy in
clinical workflows. We use our PaCW ontology to compre-
hend the semantic relationships among different elements.
For instance; according to our ontologypediatrician is amed-
ical staff. When a privacy rule is regarding medical staffs, it
is also about its subclasses including pediatricians. We have
privacy rules coming from privacy policies and privacy pref-
erences.

5.1 Formalizing privacy policy rules

We categorized the privacy policy rules in three according to
their types: Consent privacy policy rules, which are formally
defined in Definition 1, state what kind of data operations
requires an explicit consent. Data minimization privacy pol-
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icy rules, which are formally defined in Definition 3, express
the amount of personal data which should be revealed and
processed.Retention privacy policy rules, which are formally
defined in Definition 2, declare the retention period of data
practices.We also show the formal representations of the pri-
vacy policy rules for newborn screening scenario in Table 1.

Definition 1 (Consent privacypolicy) Aconsent privacypol-
icy PC contains policy ruleswhich are represented as 2-tuple
pc= (purpose, requiresConsent), where:

– purpose is the reason for which data is collected, used,
or disclosed;

– requiresConsent ∈ {true, f alse} specifies whether
data processing requires consent or not;

Example 1 (Consent privacy policy) (newborn-hearing-
screening, true) is the formal representation for P1: “An
explicit consent is required for newborn hearing screening.”
in Table 1.

Definition 2 (Retention privacy policy) A retention privacy
policy PR contains policy rules which are represented as
4-tuple pr= (user, purpose, data, retention), where:

– user is the set of individuals or organizations who can
access the personal data;

– purpose is the reason for which data is collected, used,
or disclosed;

– data is a set of data objects;
– retention defines the period of time the data is stored.

Example 2 (Retention privacy policy) (hospital, result,
newborn-hearing-screening, 3 years) is the formalization for
P2: “A hospital can save results for the purpose of hearing
screening with a retention limit by 3 years.” in Table 1.

Definition 3 (Dataminimization privacy policy) A datamin-
imization privacy policy PD contains policy rules which are
represented as 4-tuple pd= (user, purpose, data, condition),
where:

– user is the set of individuals or organizations who can
access the personal data;

– purpose is the reason for which data is collected, used,
or disclosed;

– data is a set of data objects;
– condition indicates additional conditions within the pri-
vacy policy regarding usage and disclosure of personal
data. Each condition has a name and a state attribute,
where condition.name is the name of the data within the
condition and condition.state is the state of the datawithin
the condition.

Example 3 (Data minimization privacy policy)

1. (nurse, newborn-screening, blood-data, nurse.onDuty ∧
birthDate.isSmaller3days) is the formalization for P3:
“A nurse on duty can collect blood data of newborn
babies for the purpose of newborn screening within three
days after birth.” in Table 1.

2. (Newborn-Screening-Laboratory, newborn-screening,
blood-data, Newborn-Screening-Lab.isAssigned) is the
formal representation forP4: “Anurse can transfer blood
only to the assigned Newborn Screening Laboratories.”
in Table 1.

3. (lab-assistant, newborn-screening, (blood-data1, …,
blood-datak), examination.isUnsatisfactory) is the for-
mal representation for P5: “A laboratory assistant can
request repetitive blood collection only if the examination
is unsatisfactory.” in Table 1.

4. (pediatrician, newborn-screening, examination-result,
examination-result.isAbnormal) is the formalization for
P6: “A pediatrician can access the result of the lab exam-
ination only if the result is abnormal.” in Table 1.

5.2 Formalizing privacy preference rules

We formally defined privacy preference rules in Definition 4.
In Example 4, we present the formal representations of the
preference rules for newborn screening scenario in Table 2.

Definition 4 (Privacy preference) A privacy preference R
contains preference rules which are represented as 8-tuple
r= (dataSubject, user, purpose, data, condition, duration, sta-
tus, entryDate), where:

– dataSubject is the set of individuals whom personal
data is about;

– user is the set of individuals or organizations who can
access the personal data;

– purpose is the reason for which data is collected, used,
or disclosed;

– data is a set of data objects or data categories;
– condition indicates additional condition(s) within pri-
vacy preference regarding usage and disclosure of per-
sonal data;

– duration is the duration of the privacy preference;
– status ∈ {true, f alse} specifies whether privacy pref-
erence holding a positive statement or not;

– entr yDate indicates the entry date of the privacy pref-
erence.
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Example 4 (Privacy preference)

1. (Alice, health-insurance-company, any, newborn-
screening-data, any, any, false, 2019-03-01) is the for-
malization for R1: “Alice does not give consent for her
newborn baby’s screening data to be shared with health
insurance companies on March 1, 2019.” in Table 2.

2. (Alice, any - Bob, any, newborn-screening-data, any,
6months, false, 2019-03-01) is the formal representation
for R2: “Alice prefers that only the pediatrician Bob can
access her newborn baby’s screening results for 6months
on March 1, 2019.” in Table 2.

3. (Alice, any, research, newborn-screening-data, any, any,
false, 2019-03-01) is the formal representation for R3:
“Alice does not give consent for her newborn baby’s
screening data to be used for the purpose of research
on March 1, 2019.” in Table 2.

4. (Alice, medical-staff, any, newborn-medical-data, emer-
gency, any, true, 2019-03-01) is the formal representation
forR4: “Alice gives consent that medical staff can access
her newborn baby’smedical datawithout any restrictions
for emergency cases on March 1, 2019.” in Table 2.

6 Checking compliance with privacy
principles

We denominate Clinical Workflows which we used as inputs
as Data-AwareWorkflows. In order to check the compliance,
we formally defined Data-Aware Workflows in Definition
5 by extending the core BPMN process formal definition
given by [4]. Data-Aware Workflow is a directed graph
with nodes (components) C and arcs (sequence flows) F .
For any node c ∈ C, set of ingoing sequence flows of c
are given by get I ncomingFlows(c) = { f ∈ F | f2 =
c} and set of outgoing sequence flows of c are given by
getOutgoingFlows(c) = { f ∈ F | f1 = c}. Also, for any
component node c ∈ C, the name of c is given by c.name. [ ]
symbol is used to illustrate partitioning. For instance; T [T D]
means that T can be partitioned into T D. Figure 4 shows the
core BPMN elements we used in our Data-Aware Workflow
definition.

We assume that for each data operation task (BPMN tasks
linked to a data object) in a BPMN workflow, it is known
which data used for which purpose explicitly. For this pur-
pose, we use BPMN text annotation elements as (D,p) withD
referring a set of data and p as the purpose for accessing data.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there is exactly one
purpose for each data operation task. However, our approach
can be adapted for more than one purposes. Figure 5 shows
different versions of the data operation tasks we defined in
our Data-Aware Workflow definition.
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Definition 5 (Data-aware workflow) A data-aware work-
flow model is a tuple, W = (C[T [T D], E[eS , EE ],D,

G[GE ,GI ,GP ]],L,laps,F[FD], λ) where:

– C is a set of components which can be partitioned into
disjoint sets of tasks T , events E , data objects D, and
gateways G,

– T D ⊆ T is a set of data operation tasks,
– eS ∈ E is a start event, EE ⊆ E is a set of end events,
– G can be partitioned into disjoint sets of exclusive gate-
ways GE , inclusive gateways GI , parallel gateways GP ,

– L is a set of lanes and pools,
– laps : C → L is a partial function which maps some of
the components onto set of lanes and pools,

– F ⊆ C × C is the control flow relation, i.e. a set of
sequence flows connecting components, where F1 is the
source component and F2 is the target component of the
sequence flow F ,

– FD ⊆ F ,FD ⊆ (T D × D) ∪ (D × T D) is a set of
input and output data associations,

– λ : FD → (D, p) is a annotation function which maps
control flows to the tuples (D,p) whereD is a set of data
objects and p ∈ P is a purpose from universe of purposes
P; λ1(FD) = D and λ2(FD) =p.

We define a case including data-aware workflow, privacy
policy and privacy preference in Definition 6. For instance,
Newborn Hearing Screening Procedure Clinical Workflow,
privacy policy taken from maternity clinic and privacy pref-
erences taken from parents can be defined as a case.
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Definition 6 (Case) A case is a 4-tuple,S = (DS,W,P,R)

where:

– DS is a data subject,
– W is a data-aware workflow,
– P is a set of privacy policy rules in which P = PC∪

PR ∪ PD, and
– R is a set of privacy preference rules.

We define privacy-aware case as cases which are compli-
ant with privacy principles in Definition 7.

Definition 7 (Privacy-aware case) A case S is privacy-
aware iff

– W is compliant with purpose specification principle,
– W ∧ PC ∧ R ∧ DS is compliant with consent check
principle,

– W ∧ PD is compliant with data minimization principle,
and

– W ∧ PR is compliant with limited retention principle.

6.1 Checking compliance with purpose specification
principle

In order to be compliant with the purpose specification prin-
ciple, each of the data operation task in data-aware workflow
modelW has to have at least one specific purpose. We define
the compliance check for purpose specification principle in
Definition 8.

Definition 8 (Compliance with purpose specification prin-
ciple) A data-aware workflow model W is compliant with
purpose specification principle iff ∀ f ∈ FD, λ2( f ) �= ∅.

6.2 Checking compliance with dataminimization
principle

According to data minimization principle, healthcare
providers should access the personal data only if it is required
to perform their duties. We have data minimization privacy
policy rules PD which express the amount of personal data
which should be revealed and processed. In order to check
the compliance of a data-aware workflowmodelW with data
minimization privacy principle during design time; we can
check whether the data used by data operation tasks is nec-
essary for the stated purpose according toPD. We define the
compliance check with data minimization principle during
design time in Definition 9. It simply checks whether there
is a pd ∈ PD such that its user component (pd1) is equal to
the user component (laps( f1)) inW , its purpose component
(pd2) is equal to the purpose component (λ2( f )) in W , and
its data component (pd3) is a superset of the data component
(λ1( f )) inW .

check
condition.name

data

Data Operation Task
requiring

condition check

data

condition.state

<<Precedes>>

d: condition.name
p: purpose

d: data
p: purpose

Fig. 6 Condition check pattern

Our compliance check definitions are built on top of
our PaCW ontology. We used PaCW to reason the seman-
tic relationships and hierarchy among different elements. In
Definition 9 when we state that the user component of PD
and the user component ofW are equal, it does not mean that
they must be exactly the same. These definitions also consist
of the subclasses of the classes. For instance; assume there is
a privacy policy rule “Any medical staff can access any sen-
sitive data”. According to this rule, a nurse can access any
medical data because nurse is a medical staff and medical
data is a sensitive data.

Some data minimization privacy policy rules require
conditions. For instance, P6: “A pediatrician can access
the result of the lab examination only if the result is
abnormal.” in Table 1 has a condition formally defined
as examination-result.isAbnormal, where condition.name is
examination-result and condition.state is isAbnormal. For
such data operation tasks, we must check whether the condi-
tion is fulfilled. We design a condition check pattern as it is
illustrated in Fig. 6. << Precedes >> operator under the
arc is represented in away similar to [5]. A precedesBmeans
that B can occur only if A occurred before.

Algorithm 1: Condition Check
1 def SCAN(W,c, p, cond):
2 s f list ← get I ncomingFlows(c)
3 foreach s f ∈ s f list do
4 if s f1 ∈ GE ∧ s f .name = cond.state then
5 s f ′list ← get I ncomingFlows(s f1)
6 if ∃s f ′ ∈ s f ′list |s f ′

1 ∈
T D ∧ s f ′

1.name.equals(′check′ + cond.name) then
7 s f ′′list ← get I ncomingFlows(s f ′

1)

8 if ∃s f ′′ ∈ s f ′′list |λ1(s f ′′) ⊇ cond.name∧
λ2(s f ′′) = p then

9 return true

10 else if s f1! = eS then
11 SCAN(W,s f1, cond, p)

12 else
13 return f alse
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In order to check whether the condition is satisfied for a
data operation task, we define a function SCAN (see Algo-
rithm 1). It takes inputs W as a data-aware workflow, c as
a component, p as a purpose and cond as a condition; and
returns true or f alse as output. It checkswhether a condition
check step precedes c by traversing all sequence flows.

Definition 9 (Compliance with data minimization principle)
A data-aware workflow model W and a data minimization
privacy policyPD is compliant with data minimization prin-
ciple iff

– ∀ f ∈ FD �⇒ ∃pd ∈ PD : pd1 = laps( f1) ∧ pd2 =
λ2( f ) ∧ pd3 ⊇ λ1( f ) ∧ SCAN(W, c, λ2( f ), pd4) =
true, where c = f1 if f1 ∈ T D else c = f2.

6.3 Checking compliance with consent check
principle

According to the consent check privacy principle, some data
operation tasks are lawful only if the data subject has given
consent to this processing. We have consent check privacy
policy rules PC which declare what type of data practices
require an explicit consent.

During design time, in order to check the compliance of a
data-aware workflow model W with consent check privacy
principle; we find out whether a consent check step precedes
each of the data operation tasks which require consent. This
pattern is illustrated in Fig. 7. Consent check is considered as
a special case of condition check in which condition.name
is consent and condition.state is yes. In order to check
whether a consent check step precedes a data operation task,
we use SCAN function with the condition consent .yes. We
formally define the compliance check for consent check prin-
ciple during design time in Definition 10.

Definition 10 (Consent check during design time) A data-
aware workflow model W and a consent privacy policy PC
compliant with consent check principle iff

• ∀ f ∈FD : (λ2( f ), true)∈PC �⇒ SCAN(W, c, λ2( f ),
consent .yes) = true, where c = f1 if f1 ∈ T D, else
c = f2.

check consent

data

Data Operation 
Task requiring

consent

data

yes

<<Precedes>>

d: consent
p: purpose

d: data
p: purpose

Fig. 7 Consent check pattern

During runtime,we can checkwhether a data subject gives
consent to a specific data operation via checking their privacy
preferences. We define the compliance check for consent
check principle during runtime in Definition 11. For all input
or output data associations, we check whether there exists
a positive privacy preference rule of the data subject DS.
Some privacy preference rules contain conditions, therefore
we also check whether the condition is met through 1 func-
tion. The duration of the consent is another important aspect
which we looked at. today − data.entryDate <= duration
checks whether this privacy preference rule is still valid.

Definition 11 (Compliance with consent check principle
during run time) A data-aware workflow model W , a con-
sent privacy policy PC and a privacy preferenceR for a data
subject DS is compliant with consent check principle iff

– ∀ f ∈ FD : (λ2( f ), true) ∈ PC �⇒ ∃r = (DS,
laps( f1), λ2( f ), data, cond, duration, true) ∈ R :
data ⊇ λ1( f )∧ today - data.entryDate <= duration ∧
SCAN(W, c, λ2( f ), cond) = true, where c = f1 if
f1 ∈ T D else c = f2.

6.4 Checking compliance with limited retention
principle

According to the limited retention privacy principle, data
should be stored no longer than necessary. We have retention
privacy policy rules PR which declare the retention period
of data practices.

During design time, in order to check the compliance of a
data-awareworkflowmodelW with limited retention privacy
principle; we find out whether a retention check step pre-
cedes each of the data operation tasks. Retention check can
be considered as a special case of condition check in which
condition.name is data.‘retention’ and condition.state
is today− data.entryDate<= data.retention. In this formal-
ization, ” symbol used to define texts. For example; retention
is a variable, but ‘retention’ is used as a text, not a vari-
able. Figure 8 illustrates the retention check pattern for the
retention privacy policy rule P2.

P2: “Ahospital can save results for the purpose of hearing
screening with a retention limit by 3 years.”

check 
data.'retention'

data

Data Operation 
Task requiring

retention check

data

<<Precedes>>

d:.data.'retention'
p: purpose

d: data
p: purpose

today- data.entryDate <= data.retention

Fig. 8 Example retention check pattern
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Fig. 9 Newborn screening—data minimization problem before trans-
formation

In order to check whether there is a retention check step
before a data operation task,weuseAlgorithm1.We formally
defined the compliance check for limited retention principle
in Definition 12 which is very similar to our ‘Compliance
with Data Minimization Principle’ which is defined in Def-
inition 9. The only difference is the condition input for the
function SCAN.

Definition 12 (Compliance with limited retention principle)
A data-aware workflow model W and a retention privacy
policy PR is compliant with limited retention principle iff

– ∀ f ∈ FD, pr ∈ PR : pr1 = laps( f1)∧ pr2 = λ2( f )∧
pr3 ⊇ λ1( f ) �⇒ SCAN(W, c, λ2( f ), cond) = true,
where c = f1 if f1 ∈ T D else c = f2 ∧ cond.name
= pr3.′retention′∧ cond.state = today - pr3.entryDate
<= pr4.

7 Transformation

When there is privacy violation according to the privacy
compliance check, we aim to apply transformation. Section
6 explains the privacy compliance check algorithms. The
transformation is intended to work on a set of pre-defined
transformation rules. For each of the privacy principles, we

worked on possible transformation ways. In this section, the
initial transformation ideas will be presented. Since it is an
ongoing research, these transformation strategiesmight alter.

1.Purpose specification In order to be compliantwith the pur-
pose specification principle, there should be at least one spe-
cific purpose for each data operation tasks. If there is no pur-
pose specified, there is a privacy violation and the transforma-
tion action could be returning a message event as a warning
to the users which states there should be a specific purpose.

2. Data minimization In order to make sure that users do
not hold more data than required; we checked whether the
data usage is limited to what is necessary to properly fulfill
the purpose via Definition 9. If there is no data specified,
there is a privacy violation and the transformation action
could be returning a message event as a warning to the users
which states there should be a specific data.When user access
more data than required, we might warn the user about this
violation and limit the data operation according to data min-
imization privacy policy. Another possible violation can be
triggered by not holding the condition. In this case, we might
add a condition check step before the data operation task
requiring the condition check as it is shown in Fig. 6.

We give an example showing how the transformation
approach works for this privacy principle. Figure 9 illustrates
a BPMN diagram for newborn screening which consists of
a privacy violation because of the noncompliance with the
privacy rule P6: “A pediatrician can access the result of the
lab examination only if the result is abnormal.”

Accessing examination-resultwithout the condition check
results in a privacy violation and the transformation action
to solve this problem is to add condition check task. Fig-
ure 10 illustrates the BPMN diagram for newborn screening
after this transformation. The transformed parts are shown in
green.

3. Consent check Some tasks can be legitimate only with an
explicit consent of a data subject. If there is a data opera-
tion task requiring explicit consent and if there is no consent

Fig. 10 Newborn screening—data minimization problem after transformation
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Fig. 11 Newborn hearing screening—consent problem before trans-
formation

check task before that data operation task, there is a possible
privacy violation. The transformation action could be adding
a consent check task beforehand as it is illustrated in Fig. 7.

We give an example showing how the transformation
approach works for this privacy principle. Figure 11 illus-
trates aBPMNdiagram for newborn hearing screeningwhich
consists of a privacy violation because of the noncompliance
with the privacy rule P1: “An explicit consent is required for
the purpose of newborn hearing screening.”

Accessing data for newborn hearing screening without
consent results in a privacy violation and the transformation
action to solve this problem is to add consent check task.
Figure 12 illustrates the BPMNdiagram for newborn hearing
screening after this transformation. The transformed parts are
shown in green.

4. Limited retention period According to the limited reten-
tion privacy principle, data should be stored no longer than
necessary. In Sect. 6.4, we explain how to check the compli-
ance with limited retention principle. If there is no retention

Fig. 13 Newborn hearing screening—retention problem before trans-
formation

check step before data operation task, it might result in a
possible privacy violation. In order to have a privacy-aware
worfklow, we could add a retention check step beforehand.

In GDPR, limited retention principle is closely related to
a legal right of data subjects which is called as ’right to be
forgotten’.

[...] the controller shall have the obligation to erase
personal data with- out undue delay where one of the
following grounds applies: (a) the personal data are no
longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which
theywere collected or otherwise processed; (b) the data
subject withdraws consent [...] [Article 17, §1].

It spells out an obligation that the personal data must be
deleted when those purpose are no longer applicable or when
the data subject withdraws consent. We worked on how to
model right to be forgotten. The first method could be eras-
ing data. Apart from erasing the data, there are three general
methods to handle the obligation for right to be forgotten. The

Fig. 12 Newborn hearing screening—consent problem after transformation
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Fig. 14 Newborn hearing screening—retention problem after transformation

methods are stated in [6] as follows: (i) Denying access to
data: a requester does not have data access. (ii)Withholding
the location of data: a requester cannot access the data with-
out the right location. (iii) Rendering data uninterpretable:
the application cannot interpret the data

The transformation action for the obligation could be
warning user about the violation and adding a apply obli-
gation task. We give an example showing how the transfor-
mation approach works for this privacy principle. Figure 13
illustrates a BPMN diagram for newborn hearing screening
which may consist of a privacy violation because of the pos-
sible noncompliance with the privacy rule P2: “A hospital
can save results for the purpose of hearing screening with a
retention limit by 3 years.”

Accessing data after retention period results in a privacy
violation and the transformation action to solve this problem
could be to add retention check task. Figure 14 illustrates
the BPMN diagram for newborn hearing screening after this
transformation. The transformed parts are shown in green.

8 Related work

So far, there is no study that fully outlines transforming
clinical workflows into privacy-aware ones automatically.
However, there are studies that are related to modeling
privacy requirements in business processes [7–9] and in
access control systems [10]. In database community, there is
significant work on privacy-aware technologies which con-
tribute to our approach for the negotiation of personal data
between data subjects whom personal data is about and data
processors who processes the data (P3P [11], EPAL [12],
Hippocratic data-bases [13]).

Moreover, researchers have proposed enhancements to
Hippocratic database systems to ensure minimal disclosure
in respect with privacy policies stated by enterprises and
customer preferences [14,15]. In [15] customers are asked
to express their privacy preferences in the form of privacy

penalties associated with each personal data item. The aim
is to find the optimal path with the maximum privacy protec-
tion with criterion of the smallest privacy penalty. As a future
work, wemight adapt their “Minimal Disclosure Algorithm”
into our privacy preference setting.

In order to to ensure and maintain compliance of business
processesmodelswith certain regulations, there are twomain
approaches which are design-time compliance checks and
run-time compliance checks.Kalenkova et al. [16] introduces
event-logs and how to use them for the run-time compliance
checks. Event-logs can be used to discover what actually
happens during run-time. In our research, we focused on
compliance check during design time. We would like to
examine run time compliance via integrating event logs.

9 Conclusion

In healthcare domain, how to safeguard data privacy of
patients challenging. Healthcare providers have to process
sensitive medical data compliantly with binding privacy
regulations such as the GDPR. In this paper, we give a
formal introduction to our approach towards transform-
ing non-privacy-aware BPMN-based clinical workflows into
privacy-aware ones. We explained how to detect privacy
problems in clinical workflows and try to resolve them,
through algorithms that incorporate privacy policies and pri-
vacy preferences.

Since it is ongoing research, there are future works. Our
transformation algorithm is a work in progress and we con-
template to finalize it. We are also interested in working on
demonstrating the soundness and completeness of the trans-
formed privacy-aware clinical workflows. Our initial idea
regarding soundness property of transformed workflows is
not checking soundness of the workflow after the transfor-
mation, but instead, we aim to provide transformations in a
way that do not destroy the soundness property of existing
workflows.
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